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We have studied the electrode effect on the resistive switching behavior in the single crystalline films of
CeO2 grown on Nb–SrTiO3. The fabricated devices with the top electrode made of non-reactive metals
(Ag, Au, Pt) show bipolar resistive switching but are volatile. In contrast, the devices with top electrodes
made of reactive metals (Al, Ta, Ti) present different bipolar resistive switching direction and are non-vol-
atile, with Ta one having the best in OFF/ON switching ratio. The devices with these kinds of electrodes
also exhibit remarkably different rectification behavior because of the difference of electrode/CeO2 inter-
face formation. These results demonstrate that it is possible to improve the performance of resistive
switching by electrode engineering.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Resistive switching (RS) in simple Metal/Metal-Oxide/Metal
sandwiched structure has attracted a great interest in both the
industry and the materials science community recently [1–3].
Resistance in such structured devices can be varied by the applica-
tion of external electric field and integrated into the high density
and high speed resistance random access memory (RRAM) [4],
which shows a promising candidate for the next generation of
memory devices. Many experiments have demonstrated that the
properties of electrodes could effectively affect the devices’ func-
tionality. It is found that non-polar and bipolar RS in TiO2 thin film
can be switched by choosing between Pt and Al as the top elec-
trode [5]. The chemical activity (reactive or non-reactive) and
the work function of metal electrodes also play important roles
in the RS behavior [6–8]. In some oxide materials, the reactive
metal (RM) electrode can enhance the endurance performance
while the non-reactive metal (NRM) electrode cannot [9–11].
The resistance switching direction can also be altered depending
on the activity of the metal electrodes [7,12]. The remarkable
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effect of the electrode is proposed to arise from interface redox
[3], or trapping/de-trapping at the interfacial Schottky junction
[13]. Engineering of electrode should be an effective approach to
control the functionality of RS devices.

Most of the RS behavior has been reported in polycrystalline thin
film so far [1–3,5–7,10,11]. However, some single crystalline thin
films are also reported to have excellent RS recently [8,9,14–17].
A comparison between two kinds of films by comparing the pres-
ence and absence of grain boundary enlightens us not only about
the role of grain boundary but also the role of defect (e.g., oxygen
vacancy) in RS behavior. In this letter, we present the investigation
of the RS in CeO2 single crystalline thin film by engineering the top
electrodes. Oxygen anions/vacancies in CeO2 are very active and
have high mobility [18–20]. An electric field can drive redox in
CeO2 [21]. CeO2 is an insulator but oxygen vacancies in CeO2 can
dope with electrons [22]. The RS behavior in CeO2 is thought to arise
from oxygen migration induced redox between conductive CeO2�x

and non-conductive CeO2 phase [17]. Here we systematically inves-
tigate the RS behavior in the single crystal CeO2 thin films by
depositing different kinds of metal electrodes: RM vs. NRM ones.
The RS characteristic and retention of resistance state in (Ag, Au,
Pt, Al, Ta, Ti)/CeO2/Nb–SrTiO3 heterostructure devices are com-
pared. We have demonstrated that the RS characteristic of RM
(i.e., Al, Ta, Ti)/CeO2/Nb–SrTiO3 under the same polarity behaves
quite differently from that of NRM (i.e., Ag, Au, Pt)/CeO2/Nb–SrTiO3.
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We further show that the RS in NRM/CeO2/Nb–SrTiO3 is volatile
while in RM/CeO2/Nb–SrTiO3 is non-volatile. The OFF/ON ratio
can be also controlled by selecting top electrode. Therefore, the
RS functionality in the devices can be manipulated through elec-
trode engineering.

2. Experiment

The CeO2 single crystalline thin film was epitaxially grown on
single crystalline 0.7 wt% Nb-doped SrTiO3(NSTO) (001) substrate
by pulsed laser deposition at 530 �C in oxygen ambient of 15 mTorr.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data shown in Fig. 1a indicates that
the grown direction was [100]. The thickness was 175 nm (see
Fig. 1b). High resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) also confirmed that the film was crystalline and homoge-
neous (see Fig. 1c and d). The electrodes with different materials
were made by magnetron sputtering at room temperature. For each
kind of electrode material, an array of 100 lm � 100 lm electrodes,
30 nm thick and with 600 lm separation in both x and y directions,
was fabricated on top of the CeO2 thin film by using the standard
photolithographic technique. The conductive NSTO substrate
was always grounded as the bottom electrode for corresponding
characterization. Systematic current–voltage (I–V) sweeping loops
ð0! Vmax ! �V 0max ! 0Þ were carried out with Keithley 2400
source meter.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the I–V characteristics of six different devices with
different types of metal electrodes on the top of the CeO2/NSTO.
We could obtain reproducible hysteresis for all kinds of top metal
electrodes. Although all six sets of I–V curves exhibit hysteresis and
bipolar RS, the devices with NRM (Ag, Au, Pt) as the top electrodes
show a different switching direction from that with RM (Al, Ta, Ti)
as the top electrodes. In these NRM (Ag, Au, Pt)/CeO2/NSTO devices,
resistance is switched from the high resistance state (HRS) to the
low resistance state (LRS) with applying positive bias and from
LRS to HRS with negative bias, referenced as ‘‘Eightwise’’ [14], while
RM (Al, Ta, Ti)/CeO2/NSTO ones show a reversed way which be-
haves like ‘‘Counter Eightwise’’ [14]. Although the switching current
for the NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices (with small current compliance in
Fig. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns from CeO2/NSTO structure showing growth
direction of the film is [100]. (b) TEM image of CeO2/NSTO cross-section. The
surface is flat and thickness of the film is 175 nm. (c) The ZOOM-IN of CeO2 by
HRTEM. (d) HRTEM image of CeO2/NSTO interface.
Fig. 2a–c) was much smaller than that used for the RM/CeO2/NSTO
ones, the switching behaviors do not change with increasing
switching current. Taking Pt/CeO2/NSTO device as an example (as
shown in Fig. 3), the I–V sweep curves with different compliance
currents (0.1 mA, 1 mA and 10 mA) exhibit the same switching
behavior. The bigger compliance current which allows application
of bigger bias simply induces bigger OFF/ON ratio. We found that
the switching currents in NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices with 10 mA
or even100 mA (data not shown) compliance current are compara-
ble with those in RM/CeO2/NSTO ones. These results clearly show
the difference of RS behaviors in the devices with RM and NRM
electrodes are intrinsic. Thus, different kinds of electrodes regulate
different RS directions.

The retention behavior between NRM/CeO2/NSTO and RM/CeO2/
NSTO devices displays a remarkable difference too. As shown in
Fig. 4a, the consecutive (0 ? 2 V ? 0) sweep loops exhibited in
Ag/CeO2/NSTO device completely coincide with each other. The
time interval between these two sweeps was �1 s. During the
sweep, the initial HRS is switched to LRS under positive bias and
the LRS relaxes quickly back to HRS when the electric field is absent,
thus the subsequent loop starts from the same resistance state as
the previous sweep loop. The sweep loop at the negative bias side
also exhibits the same characteristic. This indicates that the RS in
NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices is volatile. The switched resistance by
the external electric field can relax back to its initial sate quickly.
In contrast, the RS in RM/CeO2/NSTO is non-volatile. Taking Al/
CeO2/NSTO as an example and shown in Fig. 4b, both HRS and
LRS in Al/CeO2/NSTO devices maintain constant without any sign
of decay. Therefore, RM electrodes are more applicable than NRM
electrodes for practical applications.

A strong rectification effect was observed in both HRS and LRS of
NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices (see Fig. 2a–c). In contrast, the I–V curve
becomes linear or almost linear at LRS and rectification effect is
distinct only at HRS in RM/CeO2/NSTO (see Fig. 2d–f for example).
The rectification effect in NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices can be attrib-
uted to the presence of Schottky barrier at NRM/CeO2 and CeO2/
NSTO junctions. The linear I–V curve observed in the LRS state of
RM/CeO2/NSTO devices indicates a qualitative difference of RM/
CeO2 and CeO2/NSTO junctions compared to corresponding ones
in NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices. The rectification effect could affect
the OFF/ON (equal to HRS/LRS) ratio. The HRS/LRS ratio read at
0.24 V for Ta/ and Al/CeO2/NSTO is 770 and 165, respectively, much
larger than that of Ti/CeO2/NSTO (HRS/LRS = 4). The smaller OFF/ON
ratio of Ti/CeO2/NSTO may be induced by weak rectification effect
in both LRS and HRS.

The distinct RS characteristics and retention behaviors between
NRM/CeO2/NSTO and RM/CeO2/NSTO devices suggest that the RS
mechanisms in these two kinds of devices are completely different.
Our previous in situ transmission electron microscopy studies have
shown direct evidence that the electric field induced migration of
oxygen vacancies plays a key role in RS in NRM/CeO2/Pt devices
[17]. The electric field will cause a phase transition from CeO2 to
CeO2�x due to oxygen migration, enhancing local conductivity in
the neighboring CeO2�x phase and creating conductive paths in
the oxide. Furthermore, the non-centrosymmetric structure due
to the different CeO2/NSTO and NRM/CeO2 interfaces is responsible
for the observed ‘‘Eightwise’’ RS behavior [17]. It is worth noting that
CeO2 is a stable phase while CeO2�x can only be stable at high tem-
perature and/or ultralow pressure. For example, a stable Ce2O3

phase occurs only with the pressure lower than 10�95 atm at room
temperature [23]. This may help us understand the volatile RS char-
acteristic in NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices. In the absence of an electrical
field, the CeO2�x conductive path will be quickly melted resulting
from the oxygen infusion into the film even in the vacuum of
�10�10 atm [17]. In this study, the NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices were
measured at �1 atm. It is much easier for the conductive Ce2O3 to



Fig. 2. I–V sweep loops ð0! Vmax ! �V 0max ! 0Þ of Top-electrode/CeO2/NSTO with different top-electrode materials of Ag, Au, Pt, Al, Ta, Ti. For each kind of top electrode,
three consecutive I–V sweep loops are shown. Arrows indicate the sweep direction. The I–V protocol cycle begins at the thick arrow for this and all figures below.

Fig. 3. I–V sweep loops (0 ? 5 V ? �5 V ? 0) of Pt/CeO2/NSTO with different compliance currents. (a) Linear scale; (b) logarithmic scale. Arrows indicate the sweep direction.
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recover back to the insulating CeO2 phase, resulting in a volatile RS
(see Fig. 4a).

The key to understanding the different RS behavior of the
devices with RM electrodes is to realize that, in contrast to NRM
electrodes, RM electrodes can easily react with the oxygen to form
metal oxide near the interface with CeO2 film. Similar to those
observed from PCMO- [7] based devices, the electric field-induced
oxygen migration can cause redox at the interface which is sug-
gested to be the main reason for different observed RS [3,7,9–11].
Under the electric field, oxygen will migrate between the top



Fig. 4. (a) Consecutive I–V (0 ? 2 V ? 0) sweep loops on Ag/CeO2/NSTO. (b) The retention behavior of HRS and LRS of Al/CeO2/NSTO. The resistances were read at 0.3 V.
Arrows indicate the sweep direction.
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electrode (or top electrode oxide) and metal oxide, depending on
the field direction. Under positive bias with respect to the bottom
NSTO, oxygen will migrate into the top RM to oxidize it (resulting
in HRS) while negative bias can reduce the RM top electrode oxide
(resulting in LRS). As a result, RS is ‘‘Counter Eightwise’’. In contrast
to NRM/CeO2/NSTO, the electrochemical reaction at interface in
RM/CeO2/NSTO requires not only migration of oxygen across the
interface but also resultant oxidation/reduction. The change of
interface’s chemical component induced by electrochemical redox
will be more stable [3], hence the oxidation/reduction of the RM
(Al, Ta, Ti) is stable against thermal fluctuation, thus resulting in
excellent retention of RM/CeO2/NSTO devices (see Fig. 4b).

Furthermore, we have found that the RS in the CeO2-based
devices is an area-proportional type rather than a filamentary
one. To confirm this, we have constructed two kinds of Au elec-
trodes. One is the regular pad with 100 lm � 100 lm contact area
with CeO2 films as used for the other experiments of this study.
The other one uses a Au-tip (�100 nm � 100 nm contact size) as
the electrode as it has been used for TEM characterization [17].
Both setups exhibit the same RS behavior. To test whether the RS
is area proportional or filamentary, the LRS between these two
setups are compared, since the LRS in the filament model is in-
duced by creation of filaments. The LRS read at 1 V of Au-Pad/
CeO2/NSTO with contact area of 100 lm � 100 lm is about
4.7 � 103 X, while that for Au-Tip/CeO2/NSTO is 3.5 � 108 X. The
conductance ratio of LRS of Au-Pad/CeO2/NSTO to Au-Tip/CeO2/
NSTO is 105, which has same order as the area ratio of two corre-
sponding electrodes, indicating that the RS is proportional to area.

The distinct difference in observed I–V rectification (see Fig. 2)
between RM/CeO2/NSTO and NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices can also be
accounted for by the difference of the interface. For NRM electrodes,
the NRM/CeO2 is Schottky contact, thus expecting a rectifying I–V
character. For RM electrodes which will reduce CeO2 near the
interface, the I–V rectification of RM/CeO2/NSTO will depends on
the relative oxygen concentration level between CeO2 and RM
electrodes. At LRS, both CeO2 and top RM oxide accumulate a lot
of oxygen vacancies, causing a ‘conductive-type’ contact and a
linear I–V character. While at HRS, the top RM oxide has less oxygen
vacancies than CeO2 film, thus forming a ‘Schottky-type’ contact
and leading to rectifying effect. This scenario is very similar to
Metal/TiO2 junction with RM and NRM electrodes [24].

4. Conclusion

In summary, we demonstrated that RS performance in Metal/
CeO2/NSTO sandwiched devices strongly depends on the activity
of top electrodes. NRM/CeO2/NSTO devices display ‘‘Eightwise’’
bipolar RS, but are volatile with a stable HRS. On the other hand,
RM/CeO2/NSTO devices show ‘‘Counter Eightwise’’ RS direction
and are non-volatile with no sign of decay or relaxation. The
devices with RM electrodes also exhibit remarkably different
rectification behavior from those with NRM electrodes, due to
the difference of electrode/CeO2 interface formation. Among the
different RM/CeO2/NSTO devices, Ta/CeO2/NSTO has the biggest
OFF/ON ratio. Therefore, the functionality of such RS devices can
be manipulated through electrode engineering, enlightening the
way to improve performance for technological applications such
as resistance random access memory.
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